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Another new affordable high-quality phono stage joins the fray. David Price listens in…
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The battle of the mid-price phono stages rages! Rega’s newAria Mk3 has parachuted right into the middle
of the fray – at £899 it’s not far off Chord Electronics’ new Huei, which many regard as the class of the
field. Not only does the Aria Mk3 sound different, but it is also completely ‘old school’ with no digital
control circuitry, just old fashioned mechanical switches. Indeed, it’s so retro that – electronically at least
– it’s the same as the Mk2. You may think this odd, but this is actually a reskin to match the look of the
Planar 10 turntable’s bundled power supply unit and the new Aethos amplifier.
As you’d expect from Terry Bateman – Rega’s ‘rock star’ electronics designer – the Aria Mk3 uses
discrete transistors in the signal path. It offers a choice of moving magnet or moving coil inputs,
switchable via the front panel and complete with separate pairs of phono sockets around the back – so
you can keep two turntables connected at the same time, providing one has an MM cartridge and the
other an MC.
The MM input employs low noise, bipolar input transistors configured as a compound pair. Switching is
done at high signal levels and at low impedance via relays, for minimal signal degradation. The MC input
uses parallel connected, low noise Field-Effect Transistors, so there’s no bias current flowing in the
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cartridge coil to upset the cartridge’s magnetic geometry. There’s a choice of resistive input loading from
70ohms to 400ohms and capacitive loading of 1000pF to 4200pF, and input sensitivity can be changed
by 6dB – all done by DIP switches on the back panel. Two separate power supplies are used per channel,
with fancy Nichicon FG electrolytic capacitors in critical positions; polypropylene caps feature in the signal
path and equalisation networks.
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SOUND QUALITY
During my time with the Chord Huei, I came to like the superb levels of detail it excavated off my vinyl
records and its solid – almost architectural – soundstaging. The Rega Aria Mk3 has a looser sound; things
aren’t as tight and taut, and there’s a slight opacity to the midband not quite there in the Chord. However,
in other respects, the Aria pulls ahead. Where the Chord has a clean and crisp character, the Rega is fuller
and sweeter tonally, with a better sense of musical flow. The result is a more romantic, emotional
sounding performer.
Take Change’s A Lover’s Holiday, a funk/soul classic from the disco era. It’s far from a perfect audiophile
recording, but the Aria unlocked the wonderfully syncopated playing and subtle dynamic accenting with
consummate skill. The result was that it carried the music’s natural groove very well indeed; the Huei is
more mechanical sounding and more focused on the technical quality of the recording.

Tonally, the Rega is what you’d expect from a company with a chief electronics designer who’s a tube
nut. Terry Bateman’s designs are always a little warm, so the eighties pop ofScritti Politti’s The Word Girl
had a subtle – and ever so slightly loose – bass bloom that helped to power the song along. In the
midband, the track’s chiming Roland D50 synth stabs didn’t seem as bright as with some solid-state
phono stages. The Aria is smooth then but doesn’t achieve this by lopping off the high frequencies in a bid
to give a fatter sound. Indeed hi-hat cymbals were surprisingly sparkly, with lots of shimmer.
I loved what the Aria did for rock music too.REM’s Welcome to the Occupation was surprisingly organic
sounding, and slightly less processed than its Huei rival. It deftly conveyed the power of the band at its
creative and musical peak. Midband detail was good – if not exceptional – but it was the way that this
phono stage handled Peter Buck’s multiple layers of Rickenbacker guitars that really tugged on my
heartstrings. Timbre was impressive here; the instruments didn’t sound like digital samples. This went for
vocals too, which were tangible and tactile without being overly etched. Overall then, this phono stage
leveraged the magic of vinyl to deliver a great listening experience.
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THE VERDICT
In absolute terms, Rega’s new Aria Mk3 is ever so slightly dynamically
constrained. It lacks detailed insight into recordings – but you need to spend
two-to-three times as much money to comprehensively surpass it. As an
affordable, mid-price phono stage that’s highly configurable and flexible, it is
excellent. Although it doesn’t give you every ‘dot and comma’ of what’s in the
record groove, it’s the big picture that counts at this price – and here it excels.
Musical, engaging and tonally smooth, there’s an awful lot to like here, for the
money.
For more information, visit Rega.
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